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What if you could live in a home that was exactly
what you wanted without having to move?
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Conveniently located in the heart of
SouthEnd Charlotte, at the corner of
Hawkins Street and Rampart Court,
The Mark Southend is a one-stop
destination for your design needs.
Whether you’re building, remodeling or
refreshing your home and need to select
tile, hardware and plumbing fixtures or
updating your interior with curated
antiques, custom upholstered furniture
and hand knotted rugs, it’s all here!

Bird Decorative Hardware & Bath

2228 Hawkins Street • 704.344.995 • birdwardware.com
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Palmetto Tile

Artisan Rug Gallery

Artisan Rug Gallery

2214 Hawkins Street • 704-644-2500

Coming Soon to 2204 Hawkins Street • artisanruggallery.com
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From the editor

W

hile the temperatures may be cooling, the design
scene is heating up. Extracurricular activities are in
full swing. Discover ADAC just concluded, Maison
et Objet is over, and we’re now on the heels of High
Point Market, where our local designers will fill up
their creative tanks with inspiration. I can’t think of
a better time to show our local love for these creative talents than right now with
our Designers at Home Issue.
There’s a slew of new designer collaborations taking place that deserve to be in
the spotlight. From textiles to texts, we wanted to share some of the most exuberant and exciting launches out there (page 18). While it seems I will be anchored
here in town for the foreseeable future with yet another newborn, I’ve already
begun my travel itinerary after reading our Designed to Travel story. Local
designers divulge their favorite places to visit. You’ll be ready to pack your bags
and head for the Hollywood Hills, too (page 31).
When it comes to designing your own home, there are no concessions—except
for maybe trading the oversized televisions for the large dose of purple in almost
every room, which sounds like a pretty good deal to me. For the most part,
designers have the free will to do as they choose, and, boy, did these three do
just that. For Ashley Shaw, she didn’t have to compromise her style when she
began designing her Myers Park home. Instead, she fully embraced her proclivity
for elegant design while using durable, stain-resistant materials to combat her
clever and precocious young boys. It’s a balancing act, for sure, which Shaw
seems to have mastered (page 54). Less than two years ago, the queen of color
Holly Hollingsworth Phillips of The English Room moved back into her childhood
home in Eastover and gave it the vibrant treatment only Phillips knows how to
give. While the exterior remains the same, the interiors tell a much brighter
story where vivacious color, pattern, and exuberance are on full display (page 66).
Charlotte-native Berkeley Minkhorst’s love of travel is more than apparent. In
fact, she exemplifies the business of home with her mix of contemporary design
and bohemian flair. Minkhorst, who is one-half of interior design firm House of
Nomad, has filled her home with vintage pieces, artifacts, and other collectibles
she’s discovered from all over the world. See how this globe-trotter created a
world market of her own (page 80).
What happens when the client-gloves come off? Full-blown, reckless abandonment ensues, and I couldn’t love it more. Design-lovers, get ready. You are in for
a treat. No tricks, just treats.
Cheers,
On the Cover:
Designer Holly
Hollingsworth Phillips
moved back into her
childhood home and
got busy infusing it with
her own unique style.
She takes us inside her
welcoming, comfortable,
and supremely colorful
Eastover home (page 66).

Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on Instragram
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From contemporary to traditional,
and everything in between.

CAROLINAS
LEATHER
FURNITURE
COMPANY

WWW.CAROLINASLEATHERFURNITURE.COM | 704.752.7241
11523 Carolina Place Pkwy, Suite G, Pineville, NC 28134

Carolinas Leather Furniture OctNov19 Half Page Ad.indd 1
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Sometimes the best way to visualize your
next kitchen is to touch, hear, and taste it.

Open drawers. Turn knobs. Light burners. Welcome to a showroom unlike any other– a
dynamic space to test-drive appliances, take classes, and taste every delicious possibility.

Charlotte • 127 West Worthington Avenue, Suite 180, Charlotte, NC 28203 • 800-935-2617 • subzero-wolf.com /charlotte

W h at ’s N e x t

Frank Smith
R e si den t i a l De sig n Inc .
704.332.4075
w w w. f r a n k s m i t h d e s i g n . c o m

@frank_smith_residential_design

dwell

COURTESY OF SCHUMACHER

The people, places, and things that elevate your home and living

DESIGNED to INSPIRE
Discover the latest global-influenced
designer collaborations, fall in line with the season’s
hottest color obsession, and more.

market | collaborations

ABRA-COLLAB
When the brightest minds in design and
products come together, the results are
nothing short of brilliant.
Written by Anne Marie Ashley

GLOBE
TROTTER

SET IN STONE

Labrazel, the leader in luxury bath accessories for homes, resorts, and
spas, has partnered with one of the world’s leading interior designers,
Alexa Hampton, to create a one-of-a-kind collection with the kind of
craftsmanship that only Labrazel is known for. The new Titan collection
of bath accessories is made of Italian travertine, hand-carved from a
single block and inspired by Italian architecture. Each piece is uniquely
patterned from the individual travertine stone, offering a truly luxe
appeal for the most discerning taste. labrazel.com

THE ENGLISH GARDEN

Renowned English designer Nina Campbell has been a mainstay with
Osborne & Little, producing gorgeous designs and original collections
for more than twenty-five years. Her latest revelations, a series of
fabrics and wallcoverings inspired by the English country garden,
are reminiscent of woodland walks on the English countryside.
The collection is called Ashdown, named after an area of beautiful
countryside in Sussex, England, and it is full of florals and patterns
spanning neutrals to jewel tones. osborneandlittle.com
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LAMPSHADES, COURTESY OF KRAVET; BATH ACCESSORIES, COURTESY OF LABRAZEL; NINA CAMPBELL VIGNETTE COURTESY OF OSBORNE & LITTLE.

In his first capsule collection with
CuratedKravet, designer Nate
Berkus introduces his love of travel
to the world. The collection of
framed textiles from Berkus’ WellTraveled collection mixes history,
architecture, art, and craftsmanship for
the ultimate display of casual cotton
and linen textures. A few patterns of
note include Blockstack and Dessau,
presenting truly innovative ways to
design, alongside Inkstrokes and Dash
Off, which are offered as lampshades in
both hardback and pleated styles in a
variety of colors. A long-time anti-trend
designer, Berkus hopes his designs
will bring texture, layers, and, most
importantly, personality to a room.
Available to the trade. ahokeltd.com

P H OTO G R A P H E R : E R I N C OM E R F O R D • D E S I G N : R O B E R T Z E B R OW S K I

THE HOME OF
CUSTOM CABINETRY
AND AN EXPERT
DESIGN TEAM.
Whether you’re ready for a complete
overhaul of the kitchen, laundry, bathroom,
or other cabinet-filled areas of your home, or
just a little counsel, the DesignLoft team has
the expertise to handle any need.

2 9 1 4 S E LW Y N AV E N U E , C H A R LOT T E , N C 2 8 2 0 9 • ( 7 0 4 ) 3 3 9 - 0 2 2 2 • D E S I G N LO F TC A B I N E T S . C OM

market | collaborations

SIDE PIECE

As part of its 10-Year
Anniversary Collection, home
furnishings and accessories
house oomph debuts its
newest introduction, the
Milbrook, in collaboration with
interior designer Katie Ridder.
Combining practicality and
whimsy, the luxurious side
table features textured surface
and drawer, accented with
custom hardware and oomph’s
signature lacquer. The custom
avocado color and leatherfaced drawer are completely
unique and resonate
Ridder’s vibrant aesthetic.
oomphhome.com

There’s rarely been a time when fashion hasn’t
influenced interior design, but none more directly
related than the new collaboration between
perennial design house Schumacher and fashion
designer Johnson Hartig of Libertine. “Johnson’s
unique rule-breaking sensibility has always intrigued
me; it’s full of exuberance but very sophisticated
at the same time, so it aligns amazingly well with
Schumacher’s DNA,” Dara Caponigro, creative
director of Schumacher, says. The completely
original fashion designer also has a passion and
understanding of decorating, which makes his
designs both enlightened and functional. According
to Hartig, you can expect a collection full of
exuberant color, texture, patterns, classicism, and
modernity. Available to the trade. karensaks.com

ENGLISH LACE

Charlotte-based designer Holly Hollingsworth Phillips of The
English Room has teamed with well-known Atlanta designer
Beth Lacefield, owner of Lacefield Designs, to pull together a
range of patterned fabrics inspired by global travel. Phillips’
bold colors and lively patterns were an ideal match to
Lacefield’s classic, traditional style. Both equally passionate
about travel, Phillips and Lacefield created each pattern
inspired by a specific travel image. “For example,” Phillips
explains, “the stripe is based off a watercolor ceramic bottle
of olive oil on the coast of Positano in a restaurant called
Lo Scoglio.” As she puts it, it is pattern-play perfection. The
collection features fifteen textiles available by the yard and
a collection of seven pillows. lacefielddesigns.com
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LIBERTINE (3), COURTESY OF SCHUMACHER; SIDE TABLE, COURTESY OF OOMPH; LACEFIELD DESIGNS VIGNETTE, DUSTIN PECK.

RUNWAY
COLORWAY

market | book club

THE NEW ELEGANCE:
STYLISH, COMFORTABLE
ROOMS FOR TODAY

Renowned interior designer Timothy
Corrigan has landed on the AD100 list of
interior designers on multiple occasions not
just because he’s a well-known name, but
also because he’s incredible at what he does.
In his latest book, The New Elegance, Corrigan
tips the scales to and fro as he demonstrates
the balancing act so many try to achieve in
design—visual elegance and gracious comfort.
“Comfort is not antithetical to elegance, but
rather its support and backbone.” On October
21, Corrigan will be in Charlotte for a Q&A
with HD&D editor in chief Ashley Hotham Cox
followed by a book signing at Anne Neilson
Fine Art Gallery. To reserve your spot, contact
events@anneneilsonfineart.com.

EVOCATIVE STYLE

BY KELLY WEARSTLER
abodehomedesign.com

SOPHISTICATED
SIMPLICITY
BEIGE IS NOT A COLOR

BY SUZANNE KASLER
granville-charlotte.com

BY CARLOS MOTA

A design book from a design consultant has
never been so captivating. Former Architectural
Digest international style editor and Elle Decor
editor-at-large Carlos Mota has curated more than
270 of his favorite photographs (some his own and
others gathered from interiors photographers) and
combined them with quotes and thoughts from
numerous designers, creating an artistic book that
celebrates the joy and beauty of color. While interiors
are highlighted, readers can also expect images of table
settings, spices, tiles, jewels, floral arrangements,
paintings, sculptures, and much more—all bursting
with bold and inspiring colors. soco-gallery.com

LIVING WITH COLOR:
HOW-TOS TO BRIGHTEN
UP YOUR HOME
BY REBECCA ATWOOD
isabellastyle.com

MORE DECORATING
BY TOM SCHEERER
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bdjeffries.com

TIMOTHY CORRIGAN FRONT COVER, SIMON UPTON; ART @ 2019 FRANK STELLA/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK; CARLOS MOTA FRONT COVER COURTESY OF VENDOME PRESS; CARLOS MOTA PORTRAIT AND BLUE AND RED ROOM,
FRANÇOIS HALARD; SIDEBAR BOOK COVERS ( FROM TOP TO BOTTOM), COURTESY OF KELLY WEARSTLER, COURTESY OF RIZZOLI, COURTESY OF REBECCA ATWOOD, COURTESY OF VENDOME PRESS.

BY TIMOTHY CORRIGAN

ARTIST

JAZ (Franco Fasoli)
LaCa projects

LO C AT I O N

WE’VE MOVED TO MYERS PARK!
Come to our shop Grand Opening November 9
1935 Brunswick Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28207
HOUSEOFNOMADDESIGN.COM

(980) 237-6799

trend | canopy beds

The dark and moody bedroom designed
by Baton Rouge–based interior designer
Rachel Cannon features the Park Lane
canopy bed by Frontgate.

FIT
for a
KING

Emerged in Europe during the Middle
Ages, the canopy bed is what sweet
dreams are made of. Typically a
four-poster frame draped in heavy
curtain fabric, the “bed of kings, and the
king of beds” was originally intended to
provide warmth and privacy, since it was

commonplace for lords and noblemen
who first used these beds to share their
sleeping chambers with their attendants.
Today, these stately beds are making a
comeback with modern interpretations.
Here are some of our favorite updates on
the classic piece.

1. Highland House Courtney Canopy Bed /
to the trade / ahokeltd.com
2. Doorman Designs Julia Upholstered Canopy
Bed / $2,450–$2,550 / doormandesigns.com
3. Mr Brown Belmont Twin Canopy Bed in Velvet /
$5,685 / abodehomedesign.com
4. CB2 Acrylic Canopy King Bed / $2,499 / cb2.com

2

1
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3

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JESSE PREZA

4

IT’S EASIER THAN
YOU THINK.
We know replacing windows can feel a bit daunting. But it doesn’t
have to be that way. With the right guidance, replacing a problem
window or door can be, dare we say, enjoyable.
Discover a smarter way to replace. Download our free window
replacement guide at Marvin.com/Charlotte

©2019 Marvin Lumber and Cedar Co., LLC. All rights reserved.
®Registered trademark of Marvin Lumber and Cedar Co., LLC.

palette | mustard seed

DIJON
DU JOUR

Mustard-seed yellow adds a
cultured spice to any space.
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Christina Spratt Spencer
An enveloping hazy dollop reminiscent
of languidly fading sunshine, mustard
seed is a dynamic and equally dramatic
shade of yellow. Bold and brilliant as
yellows come, mustard’s darker undertones of rich brown, gold, and olive add
complexity to this hue, evoking a distinct
sophistication to its mellowness. Ranging
from vivacious and vibrantly gilded and
sunny to nearly neutral, mustard-seed
yellow adapts easily from classic to
contemporary designs and pairs beautifully with a range of hues—from brilliant
jewel-toned emerald and sapphire to soft
pastels like lilac and duck egg, from broody
and muted earth-toned moss and umber
to crisp and classic navy and white, and a
monochromatic range of grays and black.
Mustard-seed yellow is, perhaps, the most
colorfully unexpected neutral.

1

2

3

2. Anthropologie Tulip Chair in Antique / $1,598 /
anthropologie.com
3. Hokanson for Scott Group Studio Karri Rug in
Ochre / price upon request / scottgroupstudio.com
4. Entangle Paper in Mustard by Kelly Wearstler for
Groundworks / to the trade / ahokeltd.com
5. & Tradition Flowerpot Table Lamp / $580 /
andtradition.com
6. Maison de Vacances Coussin Vice Versa in Ochre /
price upon request / circainteriors.com

4
5
6
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PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF THE TAJ MAHAL PALACE, MUMBAI.

1. Golden Dragon dining room located in The Taj Mahal
Palace Hotel in Mumbai.

interior design

•

furniture gallery

2137 south boulevard suite 100 charlotte, nc 28203
704.335.1220
@highcottonclt

design board

1

MEREDITH
Beregovski
For Meredith Beregovski, founder and lead designer
of Georgia Street Design, her motto is pretty simple: Live
a well-designed life. And she does just that. Known for
her clean, timeless aesthetic, Beregovski shares with us her
approach to design and the driving forces behind it.
“I draw inspiration from an array of things—from antiques,
travel, art, and textiles to jewelry. My eyes are always open to
new ideas and how to run with them,” she says.
“I naturally gravitate toward texture, pattern, and color, but
it is always the neutral spaces that feel most peaceful to me.
Our office is flooded with bright, natural light, which makes
for a cheerful environment to be creative. In my opinion, there
are three key elements that most complement great interior
design—flowers, great lighting, and good company,” she offers.
“I have a laid-back approach to life, so my personality resonates in my design style. I love a space that feels approachable
and not too fussy. We all want our homes to reflect who we are
(or who we wish to be), so my goal is to create ‘feel good spaces’
for my clients. I know I have done my job well when someone
enters a space we have designed and has a sense of peace.”

3

4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Made Goods Coco Mirror / $3,450 / madegoods.com
Selena Beaudry Her Hair Falls in Her Face, 2019 / $9,800 / hidellbrooks.com
Annie Costello Brown Matisse Earrings / $207 / anniecostellobrown.com
Highland House Hagan Chest / to the trade / ahokeltd.com
Jill Rosenwald Neil Diamond Small Coper Bowl / $296 / jillrosenwald.com
Safavieh Tana Wicker Side Chair / $263 / safaviehhome.com
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6
5

PORTRAIT COURTESY OF MEREDITH BEREGOVKSI; SELENA BEAUDRY ART COURTESY OF HIDELL BROOKS GALLERY.

2

CHARLOTTE RUG GALLERY
A GALLERY OF FINE RUGS

100% HandSpun Wool (6.3x8.10)

VISIT OUR NEW LOCATION AT:
416 Providence Rd., Suite 1A, Charlotte NC 28207

www.CharlotteRugGallery.com

704-332-1717
What you seek, is
seeking you...

Trades Considered, Cleaning,
Restoration and Appraisal
Services Available

40th Annual
GRAND OPENING & SALE
starts Saturday, October 5th!

11729 Carolina Place Parkway Pineville, NC
Shop in-store & online! PeppermintForest.com

OFF & AWAY
Places to explore, treasures to discover

COURTESY OF HOTEL IL PELLICANO.

DESIGNED to TRAVEL
Five local designers share their
favorite designer-worthy resorts
and boutique hotels throughout the world.
Written by Sarah Crosland
Produced by Blake Miller

travel

PARKER PALM SPRINGS
Palm Springs, California

P

traveled to Parker Palm Springs with her
husband last year.
Of course, Lucas also loved the design
in the hotel’s interiors. “Every corner was
well-designed,” she says. “There were a lot of
things that were original design, and a lot of
things that were in keeping with its original
mid-century style.”
There are five restaurants and bars scattered around the property—each seemingly
more charming than the last—but Lucas
especially loved Mini Bar. Full of gold and
jewel tones, the opulent restaurant’s plush
loveseats are the perfect place for a classic
cocktail and bite. “We spent a lot of time
there,” Lucas says. “It was a hidden gem.”
parkerpalmsprings.com

PORTRAIT COURTESY OF CHARLOTTE LUCAS; COURTESY OF PARKER PALM SPRINGS.

CHARLOTTE
LUCAS

arker Palm Springs has long been
a favorite for the stylish West
Coast crowd in search of a desert
escape. And a recent renovation designed
by Jonathan Adler has breathed fresh—and
colorful—life into the popular resort.
Set on fourteen acres in Palm Springs,
the resort is full of winding paths that
lead to gardens full of fruit trees, secluded
pools, grassy areas where hammocks swing
between trees, and even a spiked lemonade
stand. It’s the kind of place where it would
be easy to spend an entire day outside,
soaking in the Southern California sun. “It
almost felt like it was a little maze through
the property, separating these beautiful spaces,” Charlotte Lucas says. Lucas
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www.bistanydesign.com
704-375-8322

LUCAS’ PALM
SPRINGS
TOP SPOTS
VINTAGE SHOPPING
Known to be a vintage shopping
mecca, Palm Springs—and specifically
Palm Canyon Drive—is full of finds for
those in search of a vintage caftan for
poolside. “My husband begrudgingly
went shopping with me,” Lucas laughs.
ART GALLERIES
“There are so many wonderful art
galleries there,” Lucas says. From
contemporary fine art to incredible
photography collections, there’s
no shortage of galleries for the art
enthusiast to peruse in Palm Springs.
Be sure to check out Elena Bulatova
Fine Art, which is internationally
renowned for its colorful contemporary
art. elenabulatovafineart.com
HOME TOURS
Some of the most famous
architects and designers of the
mid-century era lived and designed
in Palm Springs. Today, it’s one of
the top destinations in the world for
architecture tourism. In addition to
annual home tours, there are several
local companies that offer guided
tours through neighborhoods. “It’s a
neat thing to do while you’re there,”
Modern Tour, which features former
homes of celebrities including Frank
Sinatra, Elvis Presley, and Elizabeth
Taylor. themoderntour.com
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COURTESY OF PARKER PALM SPRINGS

Lucas says. Make reservations for The

Seabrook Island is a private, oceanfront community with miles of beaches and
endless amenities and activities. Located just outside of Charleston, SC, Seabrook
offers unparalleled coastal living with everything you need to enjoy life to the
fullest, just steps from your door. Our experienced Realtors are here to help you
find the perfect spot to make our island paradise your own.

SeabrookIslandRealEstate.com | 843.768.2560

3711 Bonita Ct - $2,499,000

2719 Jenkins Point Rd - $2,199,000

2402 High Hammock Rd - $1,995,000

Ocean view | 6 BR | 6.5 BA

Marsh/River view | Dock | 4 BR | 4.5 BA

Golf/Lagoon view | 4 BR | 4.5 BA

2482 High Hammock Rd - $1,039,000

2806 Old Drake Dr - $979,000

2791 Little Creek Rd - $1,279,000
Marsh/River view | Dock | 4 BR | 3F+2H BA

Golf view | 5 BR | 5 BA

Lake view | 4 BR | 3.5 BA

3278 Privateer Creek - $915,000

New Home Collection - from $900s

2716 Seabrook Island Rd - $849,000

Golf view | 4 BR | 3 Full & 2 Half BA

Multiple Floor Plans | 2,650-3,400 sq ft

Golf view | 4 BR | 4.5 BA

2414 Golf Oak Park - $799,000

Salt Marsh at Seabrook - from $695K

Golf view | 3 BR + FROG | 3.5 BA

New Marshfront Townhomes | 4 BR | 4BA

1964 Marsh Oak Ln - $611,000
Bohicket Marina | Marsh view | 3 BR | 2.5 BA

travel

AMANGIRI
Canyon Point, Utah

I

600-acre resort is modern, monotone, and
very soothing.
“It’s all clean lines and very minimal,”
Lewis says. “In a world where everything
is over designed, it feels like a hideout.”
What first drew Lewis—and many
others—to the resort was its spa, which is
inspired by the Navajo. The hotel’s pool is
built into a rock formation, and inside the spa
is another stone-lined step pool with desert
views. There’s also a yoga pavilion with mesa
views that offers candlelit yoga most evenings
and full moon yoga after dark. “The spa is
incredible, but really the whole resort is just
beautiful,” Lewis says. “I can’t wait to
get back.” aman.com

PORTRAIT COURTESY OF PATRICK LEWIS; COURTESY OF AMAN.

PATRICK
LEWIS

t would be hard to name a more visually
stunning hotel in America than Utah’s
Amangiri. “Even the shower drains at
Amangiri are phenomenal,” Patrick Lewis
says. Lewis has only visited once but says
that he thinks about his travels there every
day. “I fell in love with it.”
Known as a favorite for Hollywood stars
in search of privacy (Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West celebrated Kim’s birthday in
Amangiri) and billionaires looking for a
luxe retreat, Amangiri is tucked into the
curve of a cliff facing across the desert to a
distant mesa. Composed entirely of geometrically designed buildings in creamy hues
that blend into the surrounding desert, the
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@bourgeoismcginn

704 533 2280

bourgeoismcginnbuilders.com

LEWIS’
AMANGIRI
TOP
EXPERIENCES
HOT AIR BALLOON RIDES
These early morning rides, which
launch directly from the resort, offer
views of nearby Lake Powell, desert
formations, and the Grand StaircaseEscalante National Monument.
HORSEBACK RIDING
There are numerous trails around the
resort, and expert guides offer the
chance to explore the gorgeous
Utah landscape by horseback,
regardless of your experience level.
CUSTOM EXPERIENCE
“The resort will schedule any day
trips or experiences that you might
want,” Lewis says. “You can take
helicopter rides to Grand Canyon.
We went to Antelope Canyon one
day and chartered a boat on Lake
Powell another.”
ROCK CLIMBING
There’s no better way to see the
stunning landscape surrounding
Amangiri than by climbing to the
tall peaks overlooking the valley.
Get close to Amangiri’s most dramatic
rock formations via ferrata, a protected climbing route, that has
you up against the cliffs taking in
COURTESY OF AMAN.

the breathtaking scenery.
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L AC H IC O T T E

Living the Lowcountry lifestyle... for a week or a lifetime

Boutique Real Estate Sales & Rentals

“We are blessed to have an incredible location in Pawleys...
everything that makes life nice, we can enjoy right here.” - Doc Lachicotte

607 B eac h Bri d g e R d .
4 bedrooms - 3. 5 b a t h s
P r i n c e G eorge O c ean f r o n t h o m e b y
r e n o w n ed arc hi tec t, Bo b b y M cAl p i n e .
Li s ted by Nanc y S i a u

5 1 C h e r a w Wa y
7 bedrooms - 5.5 baths
R e ce n t l y r e d u c e d im p r e s s iv e b e a c h
f r o n t D e b o r d ie u C o lo n y h o m e .
Listed by Bobby Stokes

3 2 0 2 Wa v e r ly R d.
4 b e d r o o m s - 4 . 5 baths
3 - a c r e r iv e r f r o n t e s t a te l oc ated i n
Wa v e r ly P la n t ati on.
L is t e d b y N a n c y Si au

843.237.2094 | pawleysluxurylife.com
Residential Real Estate | Luxury Property Sales | Commercial Real Estate
Vacation Rentals | Long Term Rentals | Property Management
10554 Ocean Highway, Pawleys Island, SC 29585

Email us at marketing@lachicotte.com for your complimentary issue of SeaLevel
magazine – our premier guide to all things Lowcountry.
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THE NED
London, England

L

whose father founded the design house de
Gournay, is now the director of the company
known for its whimsical and luxurious handpainted wallcoverings. “She reached out to
see if we wanted to have a drink there. The
space was really inspirational.”
The pair also loved The Ned, another social
club that’s a see-and-be-seen destination for
the city’s elite, and it also includes a hotel.
Set in a historic building that was once a
bank, amenities at The Ned include a pool
inspired by Roman baths, an underground
lounge inside a former bank vault, and ten
different restaurant and bar concepts in one
space. “We stayed with a friend who is an
artist,” Benson says. “But if we could have
stayed anywhere, we would have stayed at
The Ned.” thened.com

PORTRAIT BY BRIE WILLIAMS; COURTESY OF THE NED.

BARRIE
BENSON

ast fall, Barrie Benson traveled
to London with her good friend
Chandra Johnson, owner of Myers
Park’s SOCO Gallery. The pair have recently
launched a company that identifies artists
whose work translates well into decor like
wallpaper or textiles. “That was the impetus
for the trip,” Benson says. “She was in charge
of the art days, and I was in charge of the
design days.”
The getaway included stops at some of
the city’s most glamorous spaces, including
several created by Martin Brudnizki, the
renowned designer known primarily for
his work in swanky restaurants and exclusive clubs, such as the famed Annabel’s in
Mayfair. “We got a last-minute invitation from
Hannah Cecil Gurney,” Benson says. Gurney,
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2173 HAWKINS ST. UNIT G • CHARLOTTE, NC • 704.819.6972 • ALI@COUTUREKNOTS.COM
@COUTUREKNOT • WWW.COUTUREKNOTS.COM • BY APPOINTMENT

BENSON’S
ENGLAND
TOP SPOTS
CUTTER BROOKS
“Amanda Brooks, who used to be
an editor at Vogue and the fashion
director for Barneys, has moved
to England and has a store called
Cutter Brooks in Stow-on-the-Wold,”
Benson says of the style icon’s
charming shop, which includes
gifts, home decor, and textiles.
“We hired a driver to take us there.”
cutterbrooks.com
DAYLESFORD
While they were in the Cotswolds,
the pair also made a stop at this
village cooking school and farm
shop. “It was a cooking school and
a farm and a restaurant,” Benson
says. “It reminded me a bit of Reid’s
in Charlotte. We had such
a fun time there.” daylesford.com
CHILTERN FIREHOUSE
Set in a former fire station in London’s
Marylebone neighborhood, this
restaurant has long been known for
having a star-studded and fashionable
crowd—and an exclusive waiting list
for tables. “It was a fun place to see,”

Annabel’s
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COURTESY OF THE NED; COURTESY OF ANNABEL’S.

Benson says. chilternfirehouse.com

We help create
inspiring spaces in
your home.

Famous Luxury Brands • Design Services Available • Special Orders • Custom Fabrics • Locally Owned & Operated

Pineville-Charlotte NC • 11735 Carolina Place Parkway • Phone 704.910.4045 • Mon - Sat 10 am - 7 pm Sun noon - 6 pm
Hickory NC • Hickory Furniture Mart • Phone 828.322.3471 • Mon - Sat 9 am - 6 pm Closed Sunday

goodshomefurnishings.com
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SUNSET MARQUIS
Los Angeles, California

D

Since opening in 1963, its patrons
have read like a guest list for the
Grammys, having played host to everyone
from Steven Tyler and Bob Marley to
Pharrell Williams and Justin Timberlake.
Many of the musicians come to record
at the Nightbird Recording Studio, a
renowned studio tucked beneath the
hotel. sunsetmarquis.com
“Another cool thing is that in the lobby
of the hotel is the Morrison Hotel Gallery,”
Dougherty says. “The gallery is known
for fine art music photography and
represents more than 125 of the greatest
music photographers and their archives.”
morrisonhotelgallery.com

PORTRAIT COURTESY OF ERIN DOUGHERTY; COURTESY OF SUNSET MARQUIS.

ERIN
DOUGHERTY

esigner Erin Dougherty, who owns
Myers Park’s Isabella, draws inspiration from the entire state of
California. “It’s hard to pick a favorite city
there,” she says. But if she were forced to
pick one spot, it would be Los Angeles. “The
last time we stayed in LA, we stayed at the
Sunset Marquis in West Hollywood,” she
says. “The location was great, and I was
able to walk to all the design shops on La
Cienega Boulevard.”
But it wasn’t geography that initially
drew Dougherty to the edgy but luxurious
hotel, which has long been known as a
favorite for celebrities, especially musicians—
it was the hotel’s artistic vibe.
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DOUGHERTY’S
LA TOP SPOTS
ABBOT KINNEY BOULEVARD
IN VENICE
“This is a great place to shop,
eat, and search for inspiration,”
Dougherty says. “The area is very
trendy but also has a laidback vibe.
I found several really cool design boutiques, clothing stores, and vintage
shops.” abbotkinneyblvd.com
HARBINGER
“When I’m traveling to other cities,
one of my favorite things to do is visit
other design boutiques for
inspiration,” Dougherty says. “The
La Cienega Designer Quarter in West
Hollywood has fabulous design shops
and showrooms.” harbingerla.com
HOLLYWOOD AT HOME
“I am always looking for display
ideas and new products to bring back
to my shop in Charlotte,” Dougherty
says. “They carry fabric lines we often
use for our design clients, so seeing
everything up close and in person
gets me excited and inspired.”
hollywoodathome.com
INTERCONTINENTAL
LOS ANGELES DOWNTOWN
Take the elevator to the 77th floor
and be prepared for one of the
most breathtaking views in California.
West, and its rooftop bar and lounge
offers 360-degree views of LA.
dtla.intercontinental.com
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The hotel is the tallest building in the

For those ready for
what's next
DEBORDIEU COLONY | GEORGETOWN, SC

NORTH LITCHFIELD BEACH | PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC

Just Steps to the Beach & Loft Deck with Views

Private Pool & Views of North Litchfield Beach

14 Ocean Park Loop | $910,000

1011 Parker Drive | $895,000

5 BED | 4 FULL BATH

4 BED | 3 FULL BATH

The Roper Group 843.450.8273

Darissa Thompson 843.457.9449

CANE PATCH IN NORTH LITCHFIELD | PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC

LITCHFIELD BY THE SEA | PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC

Immaculate Marshfront Retreat

Laidback, Resort Living at Oceanfront Condo

168 Windy Lane | $699,000

709 Retreat Beach Circle, Unit D-4-E | $574,999

3 BED | 2 FULL BATH | 1 PARTIAL BATH

3 BED | 3 FULL BATH

Lauren Fournier 843.855.4799

Kat Loftus 843.240.1473

DEBORDIEU COLONY | GEORGETOWN, SC

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN | GEORGETOWN, SC

Timeless Lowcountry Appeal on Golf Course

Cherished Revolution-Era Historic Home

965 Collins Meadow Drive | $595,000

614 Prince Street | $550,000

5 BED | 4 FULL BATH | 1 PARTIAL BATH

4 BED | 3 FULL BATH

Geoff Groat 843.240.9530

Toby Avant 843.833.9566

OFFICES : 35 CAPERS WAY, PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC 29585 | 129 LUVAN BOULEVARD, GEORGETOWN, SC 29440
©
MMXIX Sotheby's International Realty Affiliates LLC. All Rights Reserved. Sotheby's International Realty Affiliates LLC fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the
Equal Opportunity Act. Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated. Sotheby's International Realty and the Sotheby's International Realty logo are registered (or
unregistered) service marks licensed to Sotheby's International Realty Affiliates LLC. This material is based upon information which we consider reliable but because it has been
supplied by third parties, we cannot represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. This offering is subject to errors, omissions, and/or changes.

peacesir.com | debordieu.com
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ROYAL PALMS
RESORT AND SPA
Scottsdale, Arizona

O

Italian-style gardens, and inviting terraces.
The perfectly manicured grounds, filled
with fountains and blooming flowers,
are ideal for exploring, while the palm
tree–shaded pool is great for relaxing.
Rooms at Royal Palms share the
same dedication to detail and focus
on highlighting the area’s beautiful
scenery. Many include their own courtyards and patios, and all are designed
in an understated Spanish aesthetic
with colors from the surrounding desert.
“It’s well designed in the Southwest
vernacular,” Vieregg says.
“The overall effect is warm and
inviting.” royalpalmshotel.com

PORTRAIT COURTESY OF KELLEY VIEREGG; COURTESY OF ROYAL PALMS RESORT AND SPA.

KELLEY
VIEREGG

riginally built in the 1920s as the
winter home of a wealthy New
Yorker, Royal Palms offers Old
World charm in a serene desert setting—all
just steps away from Scottsdale’s bustling
shops and restaurants.
“It’s old Arizona,” Kelley Vieregg says.
Vieregg was born in Tucson and grew
up in the area. “It’s nestled at the foot
of Camel Back Mountain, and there’s something about the overall feeling—seeing the
terra cotta, smelling the pinon wood, feeling
the arid desert climate—you can sit outside
and really experience the mountains.”
The resort, which is set on nine acres, is
known for its Spanish Colonial architecture,
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Charlotte’s Most Distinctive Homes

$3.995 M
GREENWOOD

$4.5 M
PELLYN WOOD

8333 Providence Road | MLS 3517422
Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

2019 Craigmore Drive | MLS 3254980
Tracy Davis 704-779-9750
Reed Jackson 704-713-3623

$1.45 M
THE SANCTUARY

10709 Hermit Thrush Lane | MLS 3518521
Alison Smith 704-996-6747
Tracy Davis 704-779-9750

JUST LISTED

$1.337 M

$1.195 M

LONGVIEW | WAXHAW

$1.170 M
SKYECROFT | WAXHAW

STRATFORD ON PROVIDENCE | WAXHAW
5001 Oxfordshire Road | MLS 3499116
Betsy Stec Market 704-619-8603

8812 Thornbury Place | MLS 3548577
Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

8104 Skye Knoll Drive
Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

NEWLY OFFERED

$1.050 M
SOUTHPARK CITY HOMES

JUST LISTED

$850,000
FARRINGTON | INDIAN LAND

4027 City Homes Place | MLS 3510230
Tracy Davis 704-779-9750

2324 Sommerton Glen
Gini Swancy 704-604-6070

$815,000
MILLSTONE CREEK | LANCASTER
3263 Millstone Creek Road
Cindy Castano Swannack 704-904-6619

- L a k e Nor m a n Col l e ct ion JUST LISTED

$4.3 M
CORNELIUS

21123 Torrence Chapel Rd. | MLS 3448085
Pam Boileau 704-905-0366

$1.495 M
DENVER WATERFRONT

1821 Dogwood Hill Drive | MLS 3542986
Lori Ivester Jackson 704-996-5686
Liz Miller 704-962-0018

$1.199 M
DAVIDSON

719 Spring Street | MLS 3500375
Julie King Lopez 704-451-4001

Local Expertise, Tailored Service, Christie’s Credibility

704-499-3054 | IvesterJackson.com | 6100 Fairview Road, Suite 1202

VIEREGG’S
SCOTTSDALE
TOP SPOTS
THE HENRY
“Fox Restaurant Concepts—which
just opened Flower Child in Charlotte—
has a slew of excellent restaurants in
the area,” Vieregg says. “The interior at
The Henry has this beautiful Donghia
wallpaper, and it’s just fabulous.”
thehenryrestaurant.com
PIECE & STORY
“It is just a little gem,” Vieregg
says of the vintage goods shop. “It’s
on this series of streets that used to
be filled with old Southwestern Native
American shops and now has wonderful little makers like farm-to-table
restaurants and charming shops.”
pieceandstory.com
ARIZONA BILTMORE HOTEL
“Everyone should at least see the
Biltmore,” Vieregg says of the iconic
hotel known for its geometric architecture and Art Deco style. “It’s a
completely different aesthetic but a
great place to visit.” arizonabiltmore.com
SCOTTSDALE ARCHITECTURE
Scottsdale has a rich architectural history
that includes some classic mid-century
circa-1930s summer home, Taliesin
West, is a must-visit while in town.
franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west
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modern stunners. Frank Lloyd Wright’s

TRADITIONS

Home Furnishings and Interior Design Services
Serving the Charlotte Area for 27 years
4317 Park Road • 704.525.8727 • traditionsofcharlotte.com • @traditionsofcharlotte

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIN COMERFORD MILLER.

Home Design

Shaw’s inspiration for the design of the family room stemmed directly from the
trio of chinoiserie panels she’d been holding onto for several years. The rest of the
room’s design was built around those, including the addition of a mid-century
vintage chest and an antique Chinese console bookending the fireplace.

THE
COLLECTOR
DESIGNER ASHLEY SHAW TOOK HER OWN
ADVICE AND FILLED HER MYERS PARK HOME
WITH HER FAVORITE THINGS.

Interior Design by Ashley Shaw | Text by Blake Miller | Photography by Erin Comerford Miller | Styling by Kendra Surface

With two young boys, Shaw opted for a durable honed
quartzite for the counters and backsplash, while the
dining table by Tritter Feefer is topped with wood.
OPPOSITE: Shaw reworked the floor plan so that it had a
designated space for the boys’ playthings.
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A

shley Shaw is a collector. Over the years, the
designer has amassed furniture, collectibles,
accessories, and other decor items that speak to her
in some way. “My biggest motto for my designs—and
the advice I give my clients—is to buy something
once,” she says. “Find items that you absolutely love
versus what will simply work in that specific room at that very specific
moment in your life, and they will stand the test of time.”
That design approach is precisely how she tackled her home, which
is decorated with pieces Shaw found during her scouting trips while
scouring antique stores, online estate sales, and vintage markets. But
long before Shaw was able to put her design philosophy to work, she
and her husband, Jonathan, were on the hunt for a home that would
allow the couple with two young boys to live comfortably but also one
on which she could put her signature stamp.
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2019 | HOME DESIGN & DECOR CHARLOTTE 57

“IT’S ALL ABOUT COLLECTING
AND BEING MINDFUL
OF THE PIECES YOU CHOOSE
TO USE IN YOUR HOME.”
— ASHLEY SHAW

Back in 2014, the Shaws had been looking for several months
for a home in Myers Park. “I really wanted to find an old home
in a great location; a home with good bones that needed a minor
renovation,” she says. It was at a dinner with friend and general
contractor Cam Montgomery that the Shaws learned of a home
on one of their favorite streets in the neighborhood that was in
the process of being renovated. “Cam really felt like we could do
something special with it,” she says. “He was so right.”

It was a circa-1930s single-family home, which had been
converted into a duplex in the 1960s and had remained that way
for decades. “The curb appeal is what struck us most,” Shaw
says. “It didn’t look like a traditional duplex. And the yard had so
much potential.” As did the interior, despite dated finishes and
a choppy floor plan. “It had twelve-foot ceilings throughout the
downstairs and a wide lot, so we knew we could take advantage
of that and expand the square footage to the side versus the

The blush sofa from Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Outlet sits atop a sisal
rug from Cotswold Marketplace layered with a smaller kilim rug Johnson
purchased from Etsy – creating a soft moment in the room. A pair of Clarence
58 HOME DESIGN & DECOR CHARLOTTE | OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2019
House dragon pillows from Judy Brown at Cotswold Marketplace are perched
on Johnson’s grandmother’s chairs with her coral secretary just beyond.

LEFT: Shaw does much of her shopping for clients through online auctions
and often picks up items for personal use, too. Her living room is full of many
antique items purchased from online auctions. The tufted chairs are swathed in
a Chelsea House fabric with Scalamandre trim.
TOP RIGHT: With smaller spaces like a powder room, Shaw likes to use bold
patterns such as the one on this Kelly Wearstler wallpaper. A modern starburst
light fixture by Visual Comfort plays off the antique mirror.
BOTTOM RIGHT: “Because this is a transition space that’s small and sort of hidden,
I really wanted more punch to the design,” Shaw says, who added
a striking wallpaper by Phillip Jeffries to complement the rich, blue hue
on the cabinets.

back.” The Shaws enlisted the help of architects Paul Poetzsch
and Dave Miller of Tri-Square Builders, both of whom worked
with the designer to tear down the wall separating the two units
and open up the space so that it was, once again, a single-family
home. Everything—including crown moldings and casings—was
removed. “We essentially brought it back to its original footprint
and down to the studs,” Ashley says. “Then we expanded the
home off to the side to add a breakfast area, kitchen, playroom,

pantry, mudroom, and family room. It essentially doubled the
size of the home.” The exterior brick was painted white, and new
landscaping was added as well.
From there, the focus was all about the interiors and creating
a seamless floor plan with modern amenities and finishes. The
kitchen, which was last updated in the 1950s, was completely
gutted, and in its place, a stunning gathering and cooking space
was created. Honed quartzite counters and backsplash are com-
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plemented by modern accents such as a light fixture by Arteriors
and a breakfast area featuring a Tritter Feefer table. Vintage
dining chairs and Brunschwig & Fils pillows add character to
the space.
Shaw began designing each room by layering in many of the
pieces she’s collected over the years. A beautiful trio of panels
the designer created by covering wooden panels with wallpaper
by Robert Crowder was the inspiration for the family room,

LEFT: Always the collector, Shaw loves adding in heirlooms and pieces that
have meaning. The dining table was passed down from her parents, while
the Swedish dining chairs were a wedding gift from her mother.
RIGHT: Shaw’s design philosophy is to buy something you love—and do
it once. “Find items that you absolutely love versus what will simply work
in that specific room at that very specific moment in your life, and they will
stand the test of time.”
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which Shaw intentionally kept neutral. “I really wanted those
panels to be the centerpiece for that room and not fight against
anything else,” she says.
The dining room exemplifies Shaw’s desire to build her
designs around things she loves and have meaning to her versus
pieces that simply “work with a theme.” The granite-top dining
table with iron base was an heirloom from her parents, while the
dining room chairs swathed in a whimsical Zoffany fabric,
which she also used on the draperies, were a wedding gift from
her mother. The antique Swedish chandelier found in Dallas,
Texas, was a gift for her thirtieth birthday.

“It’s all about collecting and being mindful of the pieces you
choose to use in your home,” she says. “This is truly what makes
a home interesting.”u
LEFT: The master bedroom was kept neutral to create a calming escape for the
couple. The unassuming bed from Eloquence features timeless white bed linens
from Leontine and Cowtan & Tout. A pair of bedside tables, which Shaw found
and painted white, are topped with table lamps from Arteriors.
RIGHT: Shaw repurposed a starburst mirror from a previous project and used
it to provide additional privacy in the master bathroom. A stool from Darnell &
Company adds an organic touch to the all-white space.
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UNMATCHED
UNMATCHED COLOR.
COLOR. UNMATCHED
UNMATCHED QUALITY.
QUALITY.

COTSWOLD & SOUTHEND
COTSWOLD & SOUTHEND

Call, text or visit:
Call,
text or visit:
980-207-2164
980-207-2164
magnoliapaint.company
magnoliapaint.company

Color has a profound influence on a space and the people in it.
Color has a profound influence on a space and the people in it.
Magnolia Paint Company’s experts guide you through more than
Magnolia Paint Company’s experts guide you through more than
3,500 Benjamin Moore® colors and help you choose the right
3,500 Benjamin Moore® colors and help you choose the right
Benjamin Moore® paint products. We will help you make your
Benjamin Moore® paint products. We will help you make your
project—and your space— awe-inspiring.
project—and your space— awe-inspiring.
• At-Home or in-store color consultation
• At-Home or in-store color consultation
• An exclusive Century® paint distributor
• An exclusive Century® paint distributor

©2019 Benjamin Moore & Co. Benjamin Moore, Century, and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co. 5/19
©2019 Benjamin Moore & Co. Benjamin Moore, Century, and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co. 5/19

Furniture • Home Decor • Accessories
The Arboretum • 3407 Pineville-Matthews Road • Charlotte, NC • 704-377-2152

RAINBOW
ROW

The drapery fabric, Christian Lacroix’s Herbarium Crepuscule, was the inspiration for the living
room color scheme. Scalloped tub chairs by TOV were an afterthought but add a playful Art
Deco accent. Vibrant paintings by Amanda Stone Talley and Sally King Benedict adorn the walls.
The antique bow-front chest was bought on a buying trip to Europe.

HOLLY HOLLINGSWORTH PHILLIPS REINVIGORATES
HER CHILDHOOD HOME TO MEET THE NEEDS OF HER
ACTIVE FAMILY AND SATISFY HER COLOR-OBSESSION.

Interior Design by Holly Hollingsworth Phillips | Text by Catherine Ruth Kelly | Photography by Dustin Peck

The antique chinoiserie secretary is home to Phillips’ colorful collection of
match strikes, paperweights, and other curiosities. OPPOSITE: Phillips in
her living room, where an Amanda Stone Talley painting hangs above the
Charles Stewart sofa upholstered in Kravet velvet and flanked by Times
Two Design mineral slab lamps.
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H

olly Hollingsworth Phillips’ design training
began at age twelve when she would tag
along with her mother, an interior designer,
on buying trips to Europe. She would
eventually follow in her mom’s professional
footsteps, but Phillips’ design career has taken a strikingly different path. “My style is more contemporary
than my mom’s,” Phillips explains, “and I am drawn to color.”
This is apparent the moment you walk through the front door
of Phillips’ Eastover home, which she moved into eighteen months
ago. Her parents built the house, described by Phillips as “super
traditional, super Williamsburg,” in 1963 and furnished it with fine
antiques, rugs, and art that complemented the colonial style of
the home. While the exterior remains unchanged, the interior has
taken a much brighter turn. “I didn’t want to change the outside,”
Phillips says, “but I wanted to make the inside my own.”
With three teenage children and two dogs, Phillips and her
husband wanted a bright, welcoming, and comfortable home.

Her first priority was renovating and expanding the kitchen,
which was tiny. “I knew I wanted a giant island, I knew I wanted a
cooking range framed with refrigerators on each side, and I knew
I wanted to use this fabric,” Phillips says, pointing to the breakfast
room draperies. “I was obsessed with the purple and orange.”
Phillips nearly always begins a project with selecting fabrics
because they are the focal point of a room. She encourages
clients to use the existing furniture they love—and the same
applies to her own home. She’s had the same breakfast chairs, upholstered in lime green vinyl, since her children were toddlers. The
hot pink barstools at the island are also upholstered in vinyl. “With
three kids and bad dogs, the vinyl is practical,” Phillips states.
Aside from the kitchen, the Phillips family spends most of
their time in the cozy, wood-paneled den. Phillips wanted to keep
the wood, which her parents salvaged from an old barn, but she
had the walls painted white to lighten the room and create a neutral
background for her colorful furniture and art. Plenty of seating
was a must, so she started with a large ten-foot sofa upholstered in
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The Rangoli Diwali area rug by Couristan
anchors the vintage breakfast table and
chairs with a rainbow of colors. An aged brass
Sparta chandelier by Hudson Valley Lighting
punctuates the space.
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Counter stools by Duncan Hughes for
Dowel Furniture line the island, which is
made of white Cherokee marble. Aged
brass and acrylic pendants by Hudson
Valley Lighting hang above.
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a vibrant chartreuse velvet and filled with boldly colored pillows.
“This pillow fabric was the starting point for the den,” Phillips
shares. “I saw it and knew I had to have all those colors.”
Always mindful of blending old and new, Phillips kept two
antique chests that were originally in the room, adding her
modern flair with gold-based Bernhardt swivel chairs, an acrylic
backgammon table, and an oversized mid-century-style coffee
table featuring a sunken bar, which makes for easy entertaining.

The dining room, featuring glossy black lacquer and vivid pops
of color, is the most dramatic room in the house. Phillips worked
with renowned muralist Paul Montgomery to design the handpainted chinoiserie wallpaper. Starting with a black background,
she envisioned a large-scale mural with blue peonies. “Then I
asked Paul to add purple and a few other colors, then elephants,
tigers, giraffes, and people,” Phillips reflects. “Then Paul asked
if he could add monkeys and butterflies, so I said ‘Sure! More is
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more!’” Montgomery plans to incorporate the wallpaper design
into his line.
She replaced her parents’ rectangular mahogany table with a
sleek oval Julian Chichester table in a dark finish, surrounding it with chairs upholstered in a Ralph Lauren tiger fabric.
“I’ve had those chairs since I moved back to Charlotte in
1999,” Phillips avers. “I love animal print anything, and they
go with everything.”

LEFT: A Stark Tigress rug is the foundation for the family room.
Photographs by Gray Malin hang above the S. Harris sofa in chartreuse
velvet. Bernhardt swivel chairs are upholstered in Fabricut, and the coffee
table is by Aerin Lauder for EJ Victor. A Geraldine Neuwirth painting
hangs above an antique Swedish chest that was original
to the house.
RIGHT: Japanese Floral Wallpaper by Florence Broadhurst creates a
happy workspace with a retro vibe in Phillips’ office. Trim and floating
shelves are painted in Benjamin Moore Chartreuse. Two paintings by
Alexis Walter hang above the wood and metal desk from Article and
swivel chair by LumiSource.
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Phillips collaborated with Paul Montgomery to custom design the hand-painted
wallcovering in the dining room. The room trim is painted a high-gloss black using
Hollandlac Brilliant enamel by Fine Paints of Europe. A Currey & Company chandelier
hangs above the Julian Chichester table. The drapery fabric and trim are by Fabricut.
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“LAYERING COLORS AND
PATTERNS MAKES ME HAPPY.”
— HOLLY HOLLINGSWORTH PHILLIPS

A stark contrast to the dining room, the living room walls
are covered in a subdued, cream-colored grasscloth by Thibaut.
The color creates the perfect backdrop for her art, including
four Jamali pieces that were a wedding gift and brightly colored
paintings by Sally King Benedict and Amanda Stone Talley.
The stately antique chinoiserie secretary is something Phillips
had been coveting for years and finally purchased recently at an
auction in Columbia, South Carolina. The white scalloped tub
chairs were relocated from her daughter’s room. “We needed
some chairs there for a party, and those worked, so we haven’t
moved them,” she explains.

She already owned the two sofas, one purple and one upholstered in the same tiger print as the dining room chairs. “This
one has a huge candle wax stain, and this one is where the dog
sits all the time,” she says.
Phillips’ realistic approach to decorating a home makes sense
for active families like her own. “Things are going to happen,
and furniture will get beat up and torn up,” she states. “I
don’t move things, and I let the dogs and kids sit wherever
they want.”
Phillips’ goal for clients is for them to use every room they
have. She is a fan of performance fabrics that are durable and
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can withstand the wear and tear of everyday living. “Your home
always needs to be comfortable, even your formal room,” she
says. “Live in your house and don’t quarantine the kids and dogs
to a certain area.”
Most of Phillips’ clients don’t prefer as much color as she
does. She’s even had clients who have asked for a completely
neutral palette. Each house presents a new challenge, but she
strives to create a space that delivers happiness. “I have to
balance it more for clients than I do for myself,” she admits, “but
layering colors and patterns makes me happy.”u

LEFT: Thibaut Glitter Grass wallcovering in lilac creates a
serene setting for the master bedroom. The Bernhardt acrylic
bed is accented with Kristi Kohut pillows. Linen draperies by
Soleil Bleu flank the windows.
RIGHT: The bold colors and exotic patterns of the Manuel
Canovas wallpaper create a glamorous powder room. Both the
counter and faucet are original to the house. Anthropologie
hardware accents the cabinets, which are painted in a custom
light purple to complement the walls.
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animalia
at anfa
Q &A WITH ALEX BEARD
Anne Neilson Fine Art welcomes Alex Beard from the bayous of Louisiana
to the velds of Africa to the Queen City. Enjoy this glimpse into Alex’s
world of Animalia. Join us for the opening reception October 10th, 6–8 pm
at Anne Neilson Fine Art.
When did you start your career as an artist? How long have you
known you wanted to be an artist?
I have always known I wanted to be an artist, but I suppose I started
my career as an artist in 1979 at the Buckley School art show. I’ve
been continuing down that path ever since.
Describe your aesthetic in three words.
Paint bespeckled, Neo-Bohemian.
How do your travels to Africa play into your artwork?
I started going to Africa as a teenager and I was excited by the
adventure of it all. Over the years the excitement grew, but also the
responsibility to protect the environment that inspires me.
Where is your favorite location to paint?
My favorite place to paint is under a Bassia tree at Campi Ya Chui,
“The Leopard Camp”, on the Ngare Ndare River while on camel
safari in Northern Kenya.
What is your studio like and what are your top three necessities?
My studio in New Orleans is a collection of eclectica,
which includes three essentials – good light, a birdcage
full of finches, and an oriental rug I brought back from
a far desert in India.
What is the Watering Hole? How does it relate to
your artwork and career as an artist?
The Watering Hole Foundation is the avenue that I
created in order to support my conservation efforts
to protect endangered species and the environments
in which they live. These conservation efforts are
primarily in Africa, but not exclusively.
What do you think makes your work unique?
It is inescapably, for better or worse, unmistakably
made by me.
The Pelicans of Blue Bayou, 48 x 60

www.anneneilsonfineart.com
532 Governor Morrison Street ∙ Charlotte, North Carolina ∙ 704.496.9181

A collection of baskets brought back from the couple’s trip to
Zimbabwe grace the wall over the black and white console
from Worlds Away. The handmade black leather poufs were
handpicked by Minkhorst during a trip to Morocco.
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GLOBAL
VIEWS
HOUSE OF NOMAD DESIGNER BERKELEY
MINKHORST TRANSFORMS A 1940s
BUNGALOW INTO HER HOME, SWEET HOME.

Interior Design by Berkeley Minkhorst |Text by Anne Marie Ashley |Photography by Laura Sumrak
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ative Charlottean Berkeley Minkhorst,
half of House of Nomad design studio, has
grown up around the beautiful and classic
older homes midtown has to offer. The
walkability and charm are irresistible, and
the plethora of homes begging to be updated
or redesigned is just icing on the cake. So when Minkhorst
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“We looked for something that was approachable, something
smaller, and wanted a yard because we had planned on getting
a dog,” Minkhorst recalls. “When we walked in, we fell in love
with the old bones and immediately had a vision for opening up
the space. We put an offer in that night.” Aside from some updated
appliances and flooring in one bathroom, the home was just as
charming and original as it was in the 1940s—which meant
choppy rooms and very little light. The first order of business
for Minkhorst was removing a tree in the front yard that was
blocking all the potential light that could pour into the home. In
the new, brighter spaces, Minkhorst chose airy grays and whites
to reflect the light and make it feel more open.
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From there, the small half bath was modified to be part of a
bigger master bathroom. “We extended the small bath into the
kitchen nook to create a large bathroom as well as a closet,”
Minkhorst explains.
LEFT: Benjamin Moore Winter White paint brightens the living room. High contrast
black and white accents, like the Otomi from House of Nomad’s sourcing trip to Sayulita,
Mexico beside the windows and various custom pillows made with fabric from similar
global trips, pack a punch.
TOP RIGHT: Minkhorst sitting in her living room window seat with a buddy by her side.
BOTTOM RIGHT: A vintage chair is brought back to life with Schumacher Queen of Spain
fabric. The black and white side table is from Worlds Away. Minkhorst and her husband
discovered one of their favorite pieces of art during a trip to Paris, which now hangs
above the vintage chair.
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“HOUSE OF NOMAD WAS
FOUNDED ON THE IDEA THAT
TRAVEL FOSTERS THE BEST
KIND OF CREATIVITY AND
BRINGS A FRESH APPROACH
TO INTERIOR DESIGN.”
— BERKELEY MINKHORST

“We love to travel and cook together,” she continues, “so
the kitchen was the next obvious update for us.” Subsequently,
the walls between the kitchen, dining room, and sunroom were
all removed, and a lower, outer floor was raised to create a bar
space. “Since we lost the kitchen nook for the master bath, we
wanted to add an area where we could have a casual meal and
something that was functional for entertaining,” Minkhorst
says. With the help of a contractor, the couple took an old
screened-in back entrance and transformed it into a dining
area surrounded by windows, and it’s now one of their favorite
rooms in the home. “What were four smaller rooms became our
airy, open kitchen and dining, and we just love it.”
With an aesthetic that is both modern and eclectic but with
a global influence, Minkhorst filled their new home with things
they loved. As co-founder of House of Nomad, her design
influence can be seen in most of their projects. “House of
OPPOSITE: Benjamin Moore Classic Gray dons the walls of the dining room, a
neutral backdrop for colorful and natural elements full of interest and texture that are
the hallmark of House of Nomad’s designs. The rug was brought home after scouring
the marketplace for a specific shade of green during a sourcing trip to Morocco.
Chairs by Four Hands sit pretty around the dining table.
TOP: In the kitchen, Benjamin Moore Classic Gray gives the space a bright and
airy feel. The cactus was purchased locally at Malone’s Nursery and placed in a
basket planter that Minkhorst picked up in Kenya.
BOTTOM: Farrow and Ball Pink Ground paint swaths the walls of the guest
bathroom in a pale but cheery color. A light fixture from Arteriors leans over the sink
to offer the perfect glow, and a black mirror from Selamat adds contrast.
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Baskets from Thailand double as hanging light fixtures in the bedroom. A Kelly
Wearstler lamp is paired with Kelly Wearstler wallpaper to bring major style and
texture to the room. Made Goods side tables add warmth and more texture, and a
mix of pillows from Kenya and Piper Collection round out a well-made bed.
OPPOSITE: A gray dresser from Made Goods is a pretty resting place for interesting
accessories from Noir and Worlds Away.
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Nomad was founded on the idea that travel fosters the best kind
of creativity and brings a fresh approach to interior design,” she
says. “The result is authentic, inspired spaces at the intersection
of love of home and love of travel.”
After living in the home for five years and identifying the
things that make their daily life function, the Minkhorsts are
still designing pieces here and there. The kitchen and bathroom
renovation was completed in 2016, and the primary design
phase was finished this spring. “The most challenging aspect
of the project was trying to figure out how to best combine the
weird kitchen space with four small rooms,” Minkhorst says.
“That was also the biggest reward, because it works beautifully
for entertaining, has good storage, and is the perfect space for
cooking together.”
Minkhorst laughs, saying, “Maybe the more challenging part
was living in the home during renovation—three months of no
kitchen and adapting to bathroom situations in a small home.
We wouldn’t recommend that again!”
When it came time to layer and accessorize, the couple was
on the same page about creating a relaxed, functional, and

well-traveled space. It didn’t hurt that Minkhorst’s husband
was at ease, trusting her opinion. “In the living room, you can
see both of us,” she says. “He got an oversized coffee table
and sofa, and I went for the black and white console—one
of my faves!” The pair incorporated a few family heirlooms
as well, including a pair of demilunes that belonged to her
parents and two burl-wood tray tables from her mother-inlaw’s home in London.
Purchases from global travels dot every corner of the home,
reminding Minkhorst of corners of the world as well—including
design trips with her partner, Kelley Lentini. The dining room
rug, for example, took hours to find in a shop in Marrakech—she
knew what she was looking for, and when she came across the
green Moroccan, she knew it was the perfect piece. Minkhorst
and her husband brought the collection of baskets on the wall
home after a trip to Zimbabwe. And since her favorite element of
design is texture, you can be certain her home is full of it.
How refreshing to see a home so closely personal and
authentic to the ones living in it—a goal we can all agree is worth
striving toward.u
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C R E AT I V I T Y, I M A G I N AT I O N A N D S T Y L E ,
ALL THROUGH ONE DOOR.

Promenade on Providence: 5341 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy, Ste. 350, Charlotte
704 • 844 • 6330 | FrontDoorFabrics.com

Antiques | Lighting | Accessories
6809-C Phllips Place Ct, Charlotte, NC 28210 704-999-6976 | Monday-Saturday 10-5
www.granville-charlotte.com
Photography by MB Productions

LUXU RY
L I F E ST Y L E
BOUTIQUE
Offering exclusive gifts for men and women,
antiques and interior accents for the home
Complete Design Services Available

The Shops at Morrison in Southpark
720 Governor Morrison, Suite E110
Charlotte, North Carolina 28211
704.364.4004 • bdjeffries.com

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DEBORAH SCANNELL.
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

DECORATING

BEYOND
BRASS
Discovering a hidden jewel in South Charlotte.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow

Architect: Mara Ludwig Design, LLC
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B

rass Exchange owner Mark Crumpler put
down roots in the brass business more than
forty years ago, offering customers the finest
products with the highest standards of quality and
care. But as times and trends changed and brass
fell out of popularity, the company rose to the
challenge. Eager to meet the everchanging needs of
its customers, Brass Exchange expanded its portfolio
beyond brass to embrace home furnishings and
decor with the same exacting standards. Today Brass
Exchange Home is no longer in the brass business,
but the name remains, still signifying the same
time-honored values and promise to its customers.
It’s a reputation that has spanned the decades.
“We are always on the forefront of trends with some
of the latest, most innovative pieces and accessories.
We offer something for every taste, from traditional
to contemporary to rustic,” store manager Debbie
Masters says. “Because of our outstanding reputation and years in the business, we are able to secure
some of the best price points in the industry while
always offering the best in customer service. We are
well-known by many of the top interior designers
and have become their go-to source.”
Customers often pop into the store several
times a week to get a glimpse of the new shipments as they arrive. Brass Exchange Home offers
furniture lines from Furniture Classics Limited,
Bramble, and Steven Shell that can be custom
ordered in more than one hundred different finishes.
As an approved retailer of Signature Pillows and Villa
by Classic Home, you are sure to find just the right
decorative pillows to complete your room. Clients
can also shop for lighting, artwork, and florals
including preserved boxwood and high-end faux
orchids from Napa, serving pieces from India
Handicrafts, and other fine accessories.

“WE OFFER SOMETHING FOR
EVERY TASTE, FROM TRADITIONAL
TO CONTEMPORARY TO RUSTIC.”
—DEBBIE MASTERS
Homeowner Natalie Smith has been a customer of Brass
Exchange Home for more than a decade. “The staff is very
knowledgeable and always helpful with wonderful design ideas.
They take their time to consider my tastes and what will work
best in my space, and I love the variety of finishes they offer with
their furniture,” she says.

Smith has purchased many home furnishings and accessories
from Brass Exchange Home over the years, mixing and matching
them seamlessly with her existing pieces. Her dining room is
just one example of this harmonious blending, where Smith
pairs a Bramble sideboard, mirror, lamps, and faux orchids purchased from Brass Exchange Home with her existing draperies
and dining room table.
“The selection is that perfect mix of sleek contemporary with
rustic flair that I adore, and the beautiful artwork and accessories I’ve purchased from them have pulled the total design of my
home together,” Smith says. “And because they have the quality
and evergreen selection of new items, I pop in every other week
to find even more to love.”u

For more information, contact BRASS EXCHANGE HOME at 704-377-2152 or visit the
showroom at 3407 Pineville-Matthews Road.
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IDS DESIGNER SHOWHOUSES
COMING MARCH 2020

idscltshowhouse.com
The Preserve at Narrow Passage - Davidson, North Carolina

You’re Invited!
MUDDY BOOTS

OCTOBER 5

TH

| 2 - 4 P.M.

The Preserve at Narrow Passage
19617 Shearer Road
Davidson, NC 28036

To Benefit Motor Racing Outreach
in conjunction with
The Hendrick Family Foundation,
The Dale Jr. Foundation and
Operation Finally Home
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INTERIOR DESIGN

THE DESIGNER’S
MUSE
Inspiration feels at home
with A. Hoke Ltd.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow

F

helped A. Hoke Ltd. become what it is today. Their daughter, Elaine
Greene Hougham, learned the business from her parents as a young
girl and carries on the tradition, working hand-in-hand with her
mother in the showroom, carrying on the work of building strong
relationships in the design community.
“Elaine is my right and left arm of the company,” Greene says.
“I couldn’t do this without her.”
Today, A. Hoke Ltd. represents more than one-hundred
companies in the design trade, serving customers from across the

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LITTLE NEST PORTRAITS.

rom its humble beginnings as a garage-based business
in Alma Hoke Greene’s Charlotte home to its two
state-of-the-art locations in the Carolinas, A. Hoke Ltd.
has become a nationally revered trade showroom for interior
designers. Over the past thirty years, Greene and her husband, Don,
have worked together to build A. Hoke Ltd. into the region’s premier
designer showroom. Don Greene served as a sales executive for a
major fabric company for thirty-five years. It was his knowledge
of the design business and understanding of designers’ needs that
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“ON ANY GIVEN DAY, YOU WILL
FIND LOCAL DESIGNERS IN
THE SHOWROOM SELECTING
DESIGNER FABRIC, VIEWING
COLLECTIONS OF UPHOLSTERIES
AND CASE GOODS, OR
SEARCHING FOR THE PERFECT
CARPET OR WALL COVERING.”
—ALMA HOKE GREENE

country and acquiring a reputation for being the region’s premier
resource for high quality, extensive selection, and design expertise.
Charlotte’s new 33,000-square-foot showroom opened in 2018
and features workspaces for designers to view sample books and
organize their plans. Committed to quality, A. Hoke Ltd. only
represents manufacturers with an established reputation for
craftsmanship, paying special attention to
local North Carolina–based suppliers as
well as the latest in green materials.
“Our showrooms are impressive,
featuring thousands of square feet filled
with beautiful furniture, rows of fabric
choices, thousands of sample books,
decorative trim and hardware, lighting,
accessories, artwork, and more. It’s a
designer’s dream!” Greene says.
Equally important to the company’s vision is maintaining a top-notch
staff. Designers searching for a design
solution often rely on A. Hoke Ltd. for
their knowledge and expertise. With
decades of experience, they are touted
as having an extensive product knowledge as well as a strong commitment to
customer service.

“Our staff—many of whom have been with us for more
than twenty-five years—take pride in staying current and well
informed about products and techniques. They use these skills
to assist designers in making the best choices for each project
and ensuring all customer needs are fulfilled,” Greene says. “Our
staff is our most important commodity.”
Today, local designers look to A. Hoke Ltd. for design inspiration and access to some of the most beautiful and cutting-edge
design elements available anywhere in the world. Although the
showrooms sell exclusively to the trade, designers can bring in
their clients to participate in the selection process. “On any
given day, you will find local designers in the showroom selecting designer fabric, viewing collections of upholsteries
and case goods, or searching for the perfect carpet or wall
covering,” Greene says. “We provide a creative atmosphere
where our carefully curated offerings act as a muse to the
design community.”u

For more information, call A. HOKE LTD. at
704-358-0277 or visit AHOKELIMITED.COM.
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Keep your existing mirror and
apply a MirrorMate frame.
Easy. Beautiful in minutes.
65 designer styles.

Style shown: Newport

Visit our showroom for FREE SAMPLES:
9317 Monroe Road, Suite A, Charlotte

mirrormate.com
(866) 304-6283

Customized Shea plans on Your Homesite, from $400K to over $2 million
SheaCustom.com | 704.602.3333

We offer:
Customized Shea plans on your homesite | Homesite preparation and/or demo of existing home
Modern Design Studio provides thousands of on-trend options
Home Warranty | Large plan portfolio | Fixed Pricing Contracts
Sales: Shea Group Services, LLC DBA Shea Realty (NC: C21630; SC: 10424). Construction by Shea Custom, LLC (NC: 68244; SC: G116078). This is not an offer of real estate for sale, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, to
residents of any state or province in which registration and other legal requirements have not been fulfilled. Trademarks are property of their respective owners. Equal Housing Opportunity.
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Cotswold Marketplace: “Come in and stay a while.”
Written by Brandy Woods Snow

A

Vandiver and her daughter, Kate Vandiver Leary, launched
Cotswold Marketplace in 2010. And since that time, it has
become the premier resource for home furnishings, decor,
and specialty gift and event items. Now with more than sixty
merchants in its 8,000 square-feet, Cotswold Marketplace is
a one-stop-shop for a broad selection of furniture, lamps, rugs,
wallcoverings, upholstery, artwork, bedding, monograms,
headboards, and more. Available in a broad range of price points
and styles, customers’ favorite pieces can be selected right off
the floor or ordered through custom services. They also carry a

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JIM SCHMID.

mother, a daughter, and a dream—that’s how Cotswold Marketplace got its start. And that’s the very
foundation from which they operate today, holding
fast to the belief that everyone who enters their store, be it
staff or customers, is family.
“It’s more than a business model. It’s an attitude, a rapport,
that extends beyond the store into the home (and heart) of every
customer,” owner Melissa Vandiver says. “We’re a place where
people can find that special piece or accessory for their home
and get a dose of personal attention along the way.”
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“WE’LL HELP YOU
CREATE BEAUTIFUL
INTERIORS, AND WE
CREATE BEAUTIFUL
RELATIONSHIPS, TOO!”
—MELISSA VANDIVER

wide selection of specialty occasion items, from wedding
shower gifts to cocktail napkins, which they will gift wrap.
And while the many wonderful designer- and lifestyle-driven options bring people into the store, it’s the
Southern hospitality, warmth, and attention to detail that
keep them coming back to Cotswold Marketplace.
“It’s amazing the degree to which our clients
become members of the family,” marketing director
Emily Simpson says. “So many will come in with
pictures of their home interiors on their phones, and
we’ll sit and chat about design directions and color
schemes. It’s exciting when clients ‘virtually’ invite you
into their home! Not only that, but when customers
come in looking for gift items for a special occasion,
like an anniversary, or design ideas for a new space,
you really feel like you’re sharing that experience
with them.” In recent days, for example, Cotswold Marketplace has
assisted a lady in her nineties to freshen up a family room and a new college
grad to decorate her first apartment.
And this same sense of family—the very one rooted in the heartbeat of
Vandiver and Leary (and now two granddaughters)—extends well across
the showroom floor, where multiple members of various families actually
work together at Cotswold Marketplace. As a matter of fact, their first hire,
Allison Hohas, is now a wallpaper merchant in the store and often brings
her kids with her.
“They are my family, my foundation,” Hohas says. “Every day, my
life intersects with theirs, and Cotswold Marketplace is such a special
place, one that has grown with many other families and me for more than
a decade.”
Longtime staffer Ashley Foley began working at Cotswold Marketplace when she was fifteen. Her mother, Amy, drove her to work until
she could drive herself. Now a college student, Ashley returns to work
over holidays and summers.
With such broad bonds of family, it’s no wonder why Cotswold Marketplace is a Charlotte favorite.
“Come with your family, with your designer, or even with your dog!”
Vandiver says. “We’ll help you create beautiful interiors, and we create
beautiful relationships, too!”u
For more information, call COTSWOLD MARKETPLACE at 704-365-3331
or visit COTSWOLDMARKETPLACE.COM.
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Valery Huﬀenus

Interior Designer & Owner

704.807.7095

valery@decoratingden.com
valery.decoratingden.com

facebook.com/InspiredInteriors.DecoratingDen
instagram.com/DecoratingDen_valeryhuﬀenus
instagram.com/DecoratingDen_

Featured Advertiser Editorial

IMPROVEMENTS

’TIS THE SEASON
Quality appliances from Plaza Appliance Mart
weave food and family together.
Written by Lee Rhodes

T

you’re looking for aesthetic appeal, functionality, or both. To start,
he says, one of the industry’s best-kept secrets is GE’s Advantium
products, which he selected when remodeling his own kitchen.
Equally adept at cooking bread, pizza, steaks, or whole chickens,
Advantium relies on the power of light, using halogen bulbs to
create an innovative oven-microwave combo. This combination
allows for super-speedy cooking when needed and also conventional baking when desired, with gourmet results in both cases.
Varying widths and sleek design options are available, just as

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF GENERAL ELECTRIC.

he holidays are upon us, and that means holiday meals
simmering on the stove and baking trays filled with
goodies. Good food makes the season merry, and the
kitchen is the center of the holidays—and daily life. But perhaps
your kitchen doesn’t quite inspire you to cook or to host cozy
gatherings. Luckily, the options for kitchen renovations and
appliance upgrades are more plentiful than ever before.
Bill Pleasants, Jr., general manager of Plaza Appliance Mart,
is an expert on the latest in kitchen appliance options, whether
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they are with the Café line of products, which is another wellFamily-owned since 1949, the company has a seasoned sales
kept secret that is the stuff of interior designers’ (and homeownstaff, some of whom have been on board for forty of the
ers’) dreams.
company’s seventy-year history. The entire sales team has
Interior designers are recommending the Café appliances
an average of eighteen years at Plaza, which is a boon for
because of the sleek matte finishes
consumers looking for knowledgewith a variety of brushed hardware
able and personalized service. They
options and custom handles and knobs,
even have a team of certified delivery
allowing homeowners to create endless
drivers and installers. “We pride
custom looks. In terms of customizaourselves on having very knowledgetion, whatever is important to you as a
able sales associates who are trained
consumer, Plaza Appliance Mart offers
throughout the year with all manufacit. Here is just a sampling of the options: —BILL PLEASANTS, JR.
turers,” Pleasants says. With locations

“WE PRIDE OURSELVES
ON HAVING VERY
KNOWLEDGEABLE
SALES ASSOCIATES.”

fully-integrated appliances, allowing
for clutter-free countertops; smart appliances that harness the power of technology and deliver the
ultimate in convenience, such as Samsung and LG’s “connected”
appliance options; steam-cooking appliances that make it easier
than ever to eat healthier; and induction appliances for avid
cooks, available in both range and cooktop options.
Finally, big-box stores cannot compete with the personalized,
one-on-one service available at Plaza Appliance Mart.

in Charlotte, Huntersville, Pineville,
and Matthews, the company is also
proud of its A+ rating at the BBB. “Our reviews are off the charts
for all of our locations,” he adds.
With unmatched service, the latest in technology, and
designer-curated options, Plaza Appliance can help you outfit
your kitchen with appliances that allow you to create restaurantquality meals and spend more time with family and friends,
both over the holidays and at any time of the year.u

For more information, visit PLAZAAPPLIANCEMART.COM
or call 704-568-7600.
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“Commodore blue took this bland foyer and set it sailing...”
- Starr Miller

Walls: SW6524 Commodore | Floors SW6990 Caviar
Photography by Dustin Peck | Designed by Starr Miller Interior Design | Greg’s Custom Painting proudly uses quality Sherwin-Williams® brand paints
• Find us in 42 Charlotte and surrounding area locations •

HO M E | CO M M ERCI AL | RESID EN TIA L | SA L ES | SERVICE
Cox Door is 31 years in the Charlotte market. We stand behind each and every door, install, service and preventative
maintenance that we do. With great craftsmanship comes great responsibility. This is why we also stand behind the quality
accessories that are part and parcel of these great doors. We fix, maintain, source and install any door or part that you need.
From coils, to openers, advice of maintence; call us and we will send our experts in the field to you.

COX DOOR COMPANY
We offer free estimates on new doors!

704-821-8898 ext 213
www.coxdoor.com • philcox@coxdoor.com
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DECORATING

CURATE

YOUR LOOK

Let Inspired Interiors refresh and revitalize your home.

I

t’s sad but true—cutting corners by deciding not to work
with a professional interior designer can cost you more
time and money in the long run. So do it right from the
get-go and hire an interior designer. Thoughtful planning with
the advice of a professional is the best present you can give
your home. Whether it’s one room or the whole house, proper
planning will help you bring things into focus and give you a

specific priority list. By creating a comprehensive plan, you
have the freedom to implement it all now or in stages. And
with a plan in place, you can set the course of action and
direction as your resources allow.
My firm, Inspired Interiors, is part of a large network of
designers. We all own our personal business through Decorating Den Interiors, a national company that has been around
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Written by Valery Huffenus

“THE DESIGN IS ALL
ABOUT YOU AND
YOUR PERSONAL
DESIGN AESTHETIC,
NOT MINE.”
— VALERY HUFFENUS

for more than fifty years. As a sole proprietor, I benefit from
their years of experience, knowledge, and success. I also have
purchase power and access to a wider array of suppliers than
I would have as a solo designer. My clients get the benefit
of this, starting with our first meeting for a complimentary
consultation. During this meeting, we tour your home, and I
customize your plan and work with your investment range,
always keeping your lifestyle and design vision in mind. I then
bring the personalized design to your door, a reflection of your
lifestyle and needs pulled altogether. You and your family come
first—how you live, the way you relax, the way you entertain,
your likes and dislikes, your physical needs, and aesthetic
requirements. The design is all about you and your personal
design aesthetic, not mine. We want you to love the look of your
design and to be excited about it. We curate your unique look!
Thoughtfully consider what you want your home to be, and
then begin the journey with me, your professional interior
designer. You will see how all the selections I have chosen for
you work in your home. The design will be custom, fitting your
personality and lifestyle. From there, we can make adjustments based on your input and give you a look you’ll love! I will
save you precious time and money as your home makeover
begins. All of this can start with a favorite piece of furniture, a
fabulous piece of art, or a fantastic rug. Sometimes it’s just a
final layer of design that your home needs. And by bringing in
art, lighting, accessories, and window treatments, we can pull
it all together for you, resulting in a design that’s harmonious
and cohesive. Or we can start from the ground up. We can do
a refresh or a total redo. Let’s work together and design your
dream home!u

For additional information, please visit VALERY.DECORATINGDEN.COM
or call 704-807-7095.
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Modern • Classic • Timeless

WE HAVE IT ALL.

RED TAG SALE

DISPLAY AND IN-STOCK
ITEMS UP TO 75% OFF

Modern Lighting
Design Store
Store Hours:

Tuesday-Friday – 10am-6pm
Saturday – 10am-4pm

1315 East Boulevard | Charlotte, NC 28203
704-332-0109

www.modernlightingdesign.com

$

1600
Get up to

via a Visa prepaid card by mail when you purchase select KitchenAid brand appliances
September 26 – December 31, 2019
®

WHERE YOUR BEST BEGINS

CHARLOTTE
5431 MONROE RD.
704-568-7600

OUTLET CENTER
5419 MONROE RD.
980-505-8440

HUNTERSVILLE
9715 A SAM FURR RD
704-896-9626

MATTHEWS
9405 E. INDEPENDENCE BLVD
704-708-4223

PINEVILLE
11523-D CAROLINA PLACE PKWY
704-527-5510

CONTRIBUTOR | SOUL FOOD

Featured Advertiser Editorial

SEEK YOUR
STYLE
By Jim Noble

Designing a restaurant isn’t all that different
from designing a home.

“PUT YOUR OWN
PERSONAL TOUCH ON
YOUR GET-TOGETHER.”
“Family recipes are typically what grace our table,” Ochoa
adds. “Something you remember your grandmother making
when you were a child or a recipe passed down from your
spouse’s family comes with a story and a bit of comfort.”
I, too, am a big fan of family recipes. If you’ve been to The
King’s Kitchen, you’ve probably had Aunt Beaut’s Pan-Fried
Chicken. Beaut was my great aunt, and I remember her frying
chicken for us on Sundays after church. Getting to share her
recipe (and others from my family) with our guests every day is
one of my great joys.
With the holidays coming and parties on everyone’s mind, I
encourage you to put your own personal touch on your get-together, whether it’s by creating a special menu, thinking of an
engaging theme, or spending more time on the decor. Whatever you
do, know that you can outsource the “hard stuff” if you want.
Wrenn and Ochoa’s holiday planning is in full swing. They
love helping folks welcome guests into their homes with ease
and comfort—and a good meal.u

Chef JIM NOBLE is the executive chef and owner of NOBLE FOOD & PURSUITS and NOBLE SMOKE. BOSSY BEULAH’S opens this fall. For more
information, visit NOBLEFOODANDPURSUITS.COM.
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It’s a combination of what we add, keep, and take away from
a space that creates a style, which in turn evokes a feeling. All
of my restaurants have a distinctive design that enhances the
dining experience—specific furniture, art, flooring, and other
structural elements.
Noble Smoke opened this summer in a building that is more
than seventy years old. We kept the exposed brick, concrete
floors, and oversized windows and doors to give it a slightly industrial and more casual feel. But the design doesn’t stop there;
it extends to our family-style service of smoked meats and sides,
served on trays and in bowls so people can share. At Rooster’s,
dark wood and an open kitchen stir up feelings of warmth and
comfort, almost like you’re dining in a home—our home. Copain
was designed to help
you entertain in your
home. With carefully
curated menus, wine
to pair, and serving
platters that can be
placed directly on your
table alongside your
favorite flowers, china,
and crystal.
Sarah Wrenn and
Maris Ochoa, our
leaders at Copain, are
both thoughtful designers, entertainers,
and bakers. Together,
they have thrown some
beautiful gatherings.
“One of my favorite
things to do when
entertaining is to mix high and low foods, meaning not all fancy
foods and not all casual foods. Pizza and Champagne actually
go together really well, as do oysters and grilled cheese or fried
chicken and red wine,” Wrenn says.

Simply the Best...

Sophisticated, fashionable yet comfortable interiors with YOU in mind • Modern and Transitional designs for your home or office
• Fabrics, custom upholstered furniture, custom drapery and window shades, lighting,rugs, bed linens, case goods, original artwork,
reupholstery, pillows and accessories • No design fees with purchase • Free local delivery • Day and evening appointments available

Thank you for 23 years in business!

2502 Dunavant Street in South End, Charlotte, NC 28203

704-332-5454 | crazyjanesinc.com

CONTRIBUTOR | ROOM SERVICE

Featured Advertiser Editorial

STARTING
OUT STRONG
By Beth Keim

Girl meets boy, girl marries boy, girl convinces
boy to hire a designer.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MEKENZIE LOLI.

And I am so glad they did. This project was one of my favorites.
Not only did Mandalin Phillips and her husband, Hunter, give me
free rein—they were game for a little fun! Mandalin came to me
with a request to help turn a small space in their Plaza Midwood
bungalow into a lounge area for Hunter. She wanted to make
an eight-by-ten-foot room into a small bar and music space just
for him. I loved the idea but quickly advised her to transform

their larger entry into the bar and make the smaller space a chic
music room for Hunter.
Mandalin wasn’t afraid of wallpaper and wanted something
different—and that’s when the fun really began. I wanted to
create a lot of drama as you walk in the front door, hence a bold,
graphic black-and-white wallpaper and a reworked fireplace
We decided to add a black chevron tile from floor to ceiling
and incorporate the mantle into the floating shelves over the
new custom “bar” cabinet. Then we clustered two kelly-green
velvet lounge chairs and a dramatic chandelier as well as several
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“THIS BUNGALOW IS NOW A
COLORFUL AND PATTERN-FILLED
HAPPY COLLECTION OF SPACES.”
original pieces of art. The space is now a cozy conversation space, television-free
and reading ready.
The fun continued when we moved into Hunter’s music room. We used
another bold wallpaper and an oversized floor lamp. The accent chair has a
strong presence in the center of the room and is just the spot for a little guitar
workout. Across the hall, we created a palm-filled sunny guest room, carrying
over the kelly-green color palette. Light and airy bedding add a contemporary
touch, and two velvet-printed pillows I scored from local artist Windy O’Connor
give the room a splash of color.
With a black-and-white kitchen and family room, the back of the house is
more calm, but our color palette is revisited in the bold powder room.
From front to back, this bungalow is now a colorful and pattern-filled happy
collection of spaces for a young couple who just wanted something different.u
BETH KEIM is the owner of LUCY AND COMPANY, a full-service interior design firm located at 2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213. For more
information, visit LUCYANDCOMPANY.COM or call 704-342-6655.
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Front Load Perfect Steam™
Washer with LuxCare® Wash and
SmartBoost®

B E S T. D E C I S I O N . E V E R .
For projects of any size, perfection often requires making difficult decisions. Allow the experts at
Ferguson to make things easy by introducing you to an extensive collection of stylish products from

CHARLOTTE
F E RGUSON S H OWROOM S .COM

©2019 Ferguson Enterprises, LLC 0819 1450348

prominent brands, all designed to bring your vision to life. Learn more at fergusonshowrooms.com

19441 OLD JETTON RD, CORNELIUS, NC
WWW.DUTCHMANSDESIGNS.COM
CALL US AT: 704.896.0007

CONTRIBUTOR | HOME REMODELING

Featured Advertiser Editorial

APPLIANCE
DECISIONS
By Brad Little

As you embark on your
kitchen remodeling project,
it’s an exciting time to think
about what your kitchen
will look like with fresh new
cabinetry, countertops,
flooring, and tile.

Refrigerators
The most common refrigerator available is freestanding and designed to
fit into a 36-inch by 72-inch space.
It’s also available in a counter-depth
size to keep it from protruding into
tight pathways. For a more custom
look, a built-in refrigerator gives a
cleaner appearance. If you want it to
blend in with the cabinetry, choose
an integrated model that accepts
cabinetry panels and has a seamless
appearance. Built-in and integrated
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While those are certainly significant
decisions, one of your first decisions
should be choosing the right appliances for your needs. The last thing
you want to do is put a lot of effort
and resources into a great design,
only to find that the appliances you
need will not fit. Most importantly,
your level of investment in appliances
will depend on whether or not you’re
a frequent user of DoorDash or you’re
auditioning for Food Network.
The following is a brief overview
of appliance considerations, and how
they will affect your kitchen design.

refrigerators offer more choices regarding functionality and
space ratios to fit your specific needs and can range greatly in
width and height.
Cooking Appliances
This is where the choices get really expansive, so let’s start with
an easy question: Will you need more than one oven? No? Then
begin with ranges. The most common sizes are 30-inch-wide and

36-inch-wide in both electric and gas. If you need more than one
oven, consider a wall unit to supplement your range, or go with
double ovens and a range top only. I recommend avoiding wall
units if your kitchen is on the smaller side because they take
up precious cabinet and counter space. For larger kitchens, the
number and size of cooking appliances are uber customizable
and depends on your specific needs. For microwaves, I recommend the drawer type that is built into a base cabinet.

“ONE OF YOUR
FIRST DECISIONS
SHOULD BE
CHOOSING THE
RIGHT APPLIANCES
FOR YOUR NEEDS.”
Ventilation
One of the most overlooked decisions is
selecting the type of ventilation you will
need. Start with the appearance. Do you
prefer a stainless-steel hood or a woodvent hood built to blend in with the
cabinetry? Often, the hood becomes the
centerpiece of the entire kitchen. Once
you make your decision, your appliance
and kitchen remodeler will help you
with the size, motor placement, and
accessibility for ductwork.
Other Considerations
Don’t forget about the dishwasher,
but for design purposes, this is usually
one of the easiest decisions to make
because most are the same size. Also
consider the many choices for specialty
appliances such as built-in espresso
machines, wine refrigerators, refrigerator
drawers, warming drawers, ice makers,
and kegerators—my personal favorite.u

BRAD LITTLE is the president of CASE DESIGN/REMODELING of Charlotte.
For more information, visit CASECHARLOTTE.COM or call 704-759-3920.
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C E L E B R AT I N G S U C C E S S

LEIGH C. CORSO

MARY BETH
SNYDER

CHIP JETTON

BRANDON LAWN

BERTHA WALKER

BECKY MCGRATH

ANNE WILLIAMS

We go above and beyond for our clients at Cottingham Chalk.
Whether we’re helping you stage your home or answering a
late-night phone call, we work right alongside you to get the very
best results for you. Putting relationships first has set us apart in
real estate for over 35 years. We take the time to celebrate your
success because your milestones matter to us.

704 .364. 170 0 | COT T I NGH AM C H AL K.CO M

DESIGNER BRANDS
CUSTOM FABRICS
INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES
See this sofa and chairs
in our showroom

S P E C I A L

S AV I N G S

E V E N T

SAVE 25% ON CR LAINE
*Limited Time Offer. Ask a design specialist for details.

1 1 5 0 1 C A R O L I N A P L A C E PA R K W AY, P I N E V I L L E , N C 2 8 1 3 4 • M O N - S AT | 1 0 A M - 8 P M
704.889.3301 • QUEENCITYONLINE.COM/FURNITURE

SUN | 12 PM - 6 PM

arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT
Clare Rojas: Shifted Horizons
SOCO Gallery
Through November 8
soco-gallery.com

Carolina Renaissance Festival
Huntersville, NC
October 5–November 24
carolina.renfestinfo.com

Queen City Cinephiles
Short Film Collection: Films with a Twist
Alex Beard: Animalia
Anne Neilson Fine Art
October 10–November 7
anneneilsonfineart.com
Anne Neilson Fine Art presents Animalia, a celebration of animals seen
and loved, by New Orleans’ artist Alex Beard. From the bayous of South
Louisiana to the jungles of India, the African Bush, and beyond, this
exhibition includes oil on canvas and ink on paper originals. A portion of
the proceeds will be donated to The Watering Hole Foundation, which
helps endangered species and the wildernesses in which they live.

Karen Hollingsworth:
Solo Show
Shain Gallery
October 11
shaingallery.com
Visit Shain Gallery Friday,
October 11 for the opening
of its solo exhibition featuring artist Karen Hollingsworth, who is well known
for her whimsical and realistic representation of creatures and inanimate objects.
Hollingsworth’s paintings
portray pairs of animals or objects that would likely never come across
one another in the natural world; they are removed from their predictable
environment, creating a scene that is intriguing in its rarity. Her subjects,
always against a signature stark black background, evoke a sense of other
reality. Each piece becomes a curiosity that the viewer cannot ignore.
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Thirsty Nomad Brewing
October 11
eventbrite.com

Hola Charlotte Festival
Uptown Charlotte
October 12
holacharlottefestival.com

Charlotte Symphony:
The Nightmare Before Christmas
Belk Theater
October 25
charlottesymphony.org

Macbeth
Belk Theater
November 7–November 10
operacarolina.org

Once on This Island
Belk Theater
November 12–November 17
blumenthalarts.org

Jonathan Van Ness: Road to Beijing
Ovens Auditorium
November 20
charlotte-theater.com

ALL NEW PRODUCTION
WITH LIVE ORCHESTRA

T

hroughout history artists in almost every culture looked
to the divine for inspiration. Art was meant to uplift,
bringing joy to those who created and experienced it. Today,
Shen Yun Performing Arts pays homage to this tradition,
weaving the wisdom and virtues of Chinese civilization with
ancient legends and modern heroic tales on stage.
SHEN YUN brings to its audiences a whole new experience,
revealing a China untainted by communist rule. Be prepared
to traverse time and space and be mesmerized by the action,
humor, and beauty of five millennia. It’s an experience that
will uplift your spirit and touch your heart.

“This is heavenly experience!”
—Steve R Kates, television and radio host

“It is breathtaking! I am walking away
deeply inspired and profoundly moved!”
—Rita Cosby, Emmy Award-winning journalist

Feb 6-9, 2020 I Belk Theater, Charlotte
Tickets:

ShenYun.com/charlotte 888-974-3698
Code: HDDSY

Waive service fee by 11/30/2019

MLS #3530156 • 15433 Ballantyne Country Club Dr. • Ballantyne Country Club
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CHRISTINE HOTHAM

NC & SC BROKER / REALTOR®, ASP®, SPS®
Diamond Level Sales Leader 2016 - 2018
Top Sales Leader - Ballantyne Office 2016 - 2018
Platinum Customer Service Award 2014-2018

704-607-2338

chotham@helenadamsrealty.com
christinehotham.com
BALLANTYNE | RANDOLPH RD. | LAKE NORMAN | FORT MILL

HELENADAMSREALTY.COM
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LIVING
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®
Licensed contractors in NC and SC
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Visit www.homedesigndecormag.com for additional photos from all of our feature homes and our local design resource guide.
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Imagine your home,
totally organized!

Custom Closets,
Garage Cabinets,
Home Offices,
Pantries, Laundries,
and Hobby Rooms.

18 MONTHS

SAME AS CASH
With approved credit. Call or
ask your Designer for details.
Not available in all areas.

40% Off Plus
Free Installation

40% off any order of $1000 or more. 30% off any order of $700 or more. Not valid
with any other offer. Free installation with any complete unit order of $500 or
more. With incoming order, at time of purchase only.

Garage Cabinets
Walk in Closet

Home Offices

Pantries

Garage Flooring

Call for a free in home design
consultation and estimate

704-228-4767

HDD

www.closetsbydesign.com
Follow us

2018 © All Rights Reserved. Closets by Design, Inc.

Bedroom Closet

Laundries

Transform Your Home with Sunburst Shutters
®

Custom window treatments are one of the most
dramatic home upgrades you can make. New
shutters go with any decorating style. Sunburst
Shutters has everything you want, and we do all
the work for you. Just pick your treatment and
you’re done. You’ll love the look!

Serving the greater Raleigh and Chalotte areas.
❖

Add equity to your home

❖

Free In-Home Consultation

❖

No Interest for 12 Months*

*Subject to credit approval.

Get up to $500 Off
Polywood Shutters
®

Minimum Order Required.

karenkettlerdesign.com

919-885-1599
SunburstShuttersRaleigh.com

980-292-3933
SunburstShuttersCharlotte.com

luxur y kitchens and bathrooms
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Thin Brick · Installs anywhere · Changes Everything

Adding thin brick to your home doesn’t have to be a major undertaking. We’ve got
all the steps to get you started — and the best part? You can do it on your own!
Ask a General Shale representative for details today!
generalshale.com | 704-599-2877
10800 Reames Road, Charlotte, NC 28269

Thin Brick Flat and Corner Pieces

LIVE ARTIFULLY
Naturally graceful. Effortlessly alluring. The Script. Decorative sink faucet is a celebration of artistry and design.
Each handle is adorned with a hand-painted floral scene crafted in the art of cloisonne - a time-honored technique
made famous by 20th century jewelers. Beauty is truly in bloom with the Script Decorative sink faucet.
KALLISTA.COM

Hughes Kitchen & Bath Collection | www.hugheshuntersville.com | 704.892.6466 | 16235 Northcross Drive, Huntersville, NC 28078
The Majestic Bath | www.majesticbath.com | 704.366.9099 | 621 South Sharon Amity Road, Charlotte, NC 28211

new old
F I N E

C U S T O M

H O M E S

www.newold.com

A T L A N T A

C H A R L O T T E

OFFERING THE FINEST NATURAL STONE

SLABS AND TILES

FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

V I S I T O U R S TAT E - O F - T H E - A R T
D E S I G N & FA B R I C AT I O N C E N T E R

1200-M Westinghouse Blvd
Charlotte, NC 28273
980.237.3700
1200 - M Westinghouse Blvd. | Charlotte, NC 28273
www.bottegastone.com
www.bottegastone.com
980-237-3700

